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The dilepton production at backward rapidities in pAu and pp collisions is investigated in the
dipole approach, at RHIC and LHC energies. The nuclear modification ratio RpA is calculated
as a function of transverse momentum and of rapidity. A strong dependence of this ratio on
the nuclear structure function ratio RF2 = FA2 /F
p
2 is found, implying that the dilepton production
at backward rapidities carries information of the nuclear effects. Additionally, a comparison at
RHIC energies with dilepton production at forward rapidities is provided: one of the conclusions
is that the ratio RpA is reduced as pT increases at backward rapidities and reveals large x effects
(for LHC, also small x), presenting the opposite behavior of the one found at forward rapidities,
which evidentiates saturation effects.
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In the most recent colliders, the hadron transverse momentum spectrum has being investigated
through nuclear modification ratios relating dAu and pp collisions [1]. For forward rapidities, the
transverse momentum distribution of this ratio shows a peak (called Cronin peak) at central rapidi-
ties, suppressed at more forward ones. This behavior is compatible with a Color Glass Condensate
(CGC) description of the saturated regime at high energies [2]. Furthermore, the CGC analysis
of the dilepton production at forward rapidities [3] implies that the Cronin effect, verified on the
hadron sector (peak and suppression), should be considered as an initial state effect. Nonethe-
less, at backward rapidities, there is a Cronin peak in the hadrons RHIC data [4] not completely
understood.
At very high energy, proton-nucleus collisions and forward rapidities, the nucleus should
be described as a high density system. In this kinematical region the linear evolution equations
(DGLAP [5], BFKL [6]) predict a fast growing of the number of partons, since only emission di-
agrams are under consideration. The non-linear contributions (recombination of partons) should
reach a saturated regime at high density. These features were investigated in several works [7, 8, 9,
10]. While at forward rapidities, the saturation effects play an important role in the determination
of the observables, at backward rapidities and proton-nucleus collision, the large x effects could be
determinant to describe the experimental results.
In this work it is provided a study of the dilepton production in the proton-nucleus and proton-
proton collisions at backward rapidities. Since dileptons do not interact strongly with the final
environment, it is relevant to find if the Cronin peak in the backward rapidity region is an initial or
final state effect. Also, the nuclear effects are one of our subjects: as it will be seen, these effects are
very important and produce visible changes in the nuclear modification ratio at backward rapidities.
We evaluate the dilepton production at backward rapidities using the dipole framework. In
this approach in pA collisions and backward rapidities, the nucleus emits a quark which in turn
fluctuates into a state of a quark plus a massive photon. The quark interacts with a parton from
the proton, freeing the massive photon that subsequently decays into a lepton pair [11]. There are
two different diagrams involved (photon emission before and after the interaction) and the dipole
cross section arises from the interference of the two bremsstrahlung diagrams, as shown in detail
in Ref. [12]. In this approach, the coherence length lc ∝ 1/x1 needs to be larger than the target size,
meaning that the interaction time between the projectile quark and the proton must be much shorter
than the time of fluctuation of the quark-photon state.
The cross section for the radiation of a virtual photon from a quark (with momentum fraction










dρW (x2,ρ , pT )σdip(x1,ρ), (1)
where pT is the dilepton transverse momentum, M is the dilepton mass, y is the rapidity, and ρ is
the dipole transverse separation. The variables x1 and x2 are given by x1,2 =
√
(M2 + p2T )/se±y,
with s being the squared center of mass energy. As a consequence of backward rapidities (y < 0),
x2 > x1. We are investigating dilepton production in pp and pA collisions.
The dipole cross section proposed by Golec-Biernat and Wüsthoff (GBW) [15] is employed
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in which Q20 = 1 GeV2 and σ0 = 23.03 mb, x0 = 3.04×10−4 and λ = 0.288 are fitted parameters.
Based on the dipole approach, the function W (x2,ρ , pT ) is given by [13]:
































where α is the momentum fraction of the quark carried by the virtual photon, η2 = (1−α)M2 +



































e2q[x f Aq (x,M2)+ x f Aq¯ (x,M2)], (4)
is considered to take into account the nuclear projectile content. For pp collisions the nuclear struc-




Two different parametrizations for the nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs) are used
to obtain FA2 : one proposed by Eskola, Kolhinen and Salgado (EKS parametrization) [16] and the
other, by D. de Florian and R. Sassot (nDS parametrization) [17]. Both provide a global fitting
to fixed target experimental results, consider DGLAP equations for Q2 evolution, and have initial
conditions adjusted to describe the DIS in lepton-nucleus collisions and the dilepton production
in proton-nucleus collisions. Charge, baryon number, and momentum conservations constrain the
parametrizations.
In EKS approach, the nuclear effects are represented simply by a correction factor: f Aq (x,Q20) =
RAq (x,Q20) f pq (x,Q20). A problem of this definition is that the nPDFs are null for x > 1, although they
should be non-zero for x < A. Differently, nDS uses a convolution to obtain nPDFs from free proton
PDFs:












in which the functions Wi(y,A) contain the information about the nuclear effects. For instance,
if nuclear effects are disconsidered, Wq(y,A) = Aδ (1− y). We consider the parametrizations at
leading-order, since only LO diagrams are employed here. When proton parton distribution func-
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Figure 1: Comparison between EKS and nDS parametrizations for the ratio FA2 /F
p
2 (A=Au) for a dilepton
mass (scale) M = 6 GeV as a function of the Bjorken x of the nucleus.
In Fig. 1 the ratio FA2 /F
p
2 is presented for both EKS and nDS parametrizations. The figure can
be divided in four regions of Bjorken-x [19]. In the Fermi motion region x & 0.8, RAF2 is greater
than 1 and increases with x. The EMC region 0.3 . x . 0.8 is characterized by RAF2 < 1. The
antishadowing region 0.1 . x . 0.3, and the shadowing region x . 0.1 are defined by RAF2 > 1, and
RAF2 < 1, respectively. The parametrizations differ most in ECM and shadowing regions, with EKS
parametrization getting a lower ratio than nDS.
The use of the dipole approach at backward rapidities presents some limitations. The approach
considers an integrated gluon distribution for the nucleus, however, at LHC energies and more cen-
tral rapidities, the Bjorken x2 reaches values near 0.002, when this consideration could be ques-
tionable. Therefore, finite transverse momentum of the incoming partons could be included in the
initial state of the interaction. This could be done considering the kT factorization approach [20],
where the off-shell partonic cross sections are convoluted with kT unintegrated parton densities
fa(x,k2T ,µ2). Considering Drell-Yan dilepton production, the kT factorization is investigated in the
Ref. [21] and compared with a phenomenological intrinsic kT approach. In spite of a reasonable
data description, the kT factorization overestimates the data and the intrinsic kT approach depends
on phenomenological parameters (two parameters). For the reasons presented above, we have fo-
cused our analysis at backward rapidities and not at more central ones. Moreover, in the dipole
approach there is no free parameters and the pT spectra is finite at low pT , which justify their use
in this work.









This ratio RpA was evaluated at RHIC (
√
s = 200 GeV) and LHC (√s = 8.8 TeV) energies and
dilepton mass of M = 6 GeV. In Figs. 2 and 3 the results are shown in 3D plots for rapidity and pT
spectra, considering EKS and nDS parametrizations. The behavior of the ratio RpA reflects the x2
dependence of the ratio FA2 /F
p
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Figure 2: Calculation of RpA for RHIC energies and for EKS and nDS parametrizations.
At RHIC energies, with the EKS parametrization, RpA slowly decreases with pT and it is seen
a suppression of the ratio at very backward rapidities, and large pT . The nDS parametrization
predicts an almost flat behavior. For RHIC energies considering rapidities from −1 to −2.6 and
pT from 1 to 7, the x2 range is between 0.08 and 0.5, respectively, meaning that for more backward
rapidities, partons with larger x2 are being probed. The nuclear effects that appear in the FA2 at
this x2 range are mainly due to EMC effect (reduction of the ratio RAF2 as x2 increases, see Fig. 1),
which provides the reduction of the ratio RpA at lower rapidities in Fig. 2. Concerning the pT
spectra, x2 increases with pT , and as the region probed here is related to the EMC effect, the result
is a reduction of the ratio RpA as pT increases. The large suppression of the ratio RpA of the EKS
prediction in comparison with the nDS in Fig. 2 is a consequence of the large difference in the RAF2



















































Figure 3: Calculation of RpA for LHC energies and for EKS and nDS parametrizations.
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creases. The EKS parametrization shows this effect more clearly. The RpA transverse momentum
dependence presents two distinct behaviors: for very backward rapidities the ratio decreases as pT
increases and for more central rapidities the ratio RpA increases with pT . For LHC energies, rapidi-
ties from −1 to −6, and pT from 1 to 7, the x2 range is between 0.002 and 0.3, respectively. Here
we verify that not only large x of the nucleus is been probed, but small x too. The x2 range probed
at LHC provides that shadowing and antishadowing effects are present. The peak at intermediate
rapidities is related to the antishadowing effect and the suppression at more central rapidities is re-
lated to the shadowing effect. The pT spectra is more involved since the ratio RpA presents different
behaviors. For more backward rapidities the ratio is reduced for large pT (x2 in the antishadowing
region, near to EMC region). For more central rapidities, the ratio increases for large pT , since the
x2 is in the shadowing region. As it has been showed in Fig. 1, the EKS parametrization predicts
more pronounced antishadowing than the nDS parametrization, which explains the results found
here for the ratio RpA at LHC energies.
The previous results for forward rapidities [3] are compared with our results in Fig. 4 for RHIC
energies. While at forward rapidities the ratio RpA increases with pT due to the saturation phenom-
ena, at backward rapidities the ratio RpA decreases with pT . The distinct behavior of the transverse
momentum dependence of RpA is caused by the large x nuclear effects present at backward rapidi-
ties.
Figure 4: The ratio RpA for dilepton production at backward (EKS and nDS nuclear parametrizations) and
forward (CGC predictions [3]) rapidities for RHIC energies.
In conclusion, in our investigation of the nuclear modification ratio RpA for the dilepton pro-
duction, we have verified a strong dependence on the nuclear effects. This dependence has been
explained by the behavior of the nuclear structure function ratio RAF2 . Therefore, the dilepton pro-
duction at backward rapidities is suitable to understand and quantify the nuclear effects at large and
small Bjorken x. Further, the results of hadron production at backward rapidities at RHIC [4] show
an increase in the nuclear modification ratio for 1.5 < pT < 4.0, in spite of some uncertainties and
also discrepancy between methods of data analysis. Since we investigated initial state effects and
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backward rapidities could be mainly caused by final state effects. Furthermore, in the forward and
backward rapidities comparison, the transverse momentum dependence of RpA is strongly modified
at RHIC energies, as different Bjorken x are reached.
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